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Alumina (α-Al2O3) is one of the major ceramic oxides commonly used for its advanced

mechanical properties. Since recently, nanoscale α-Al2O3 requires more in-depth charac-

terization related to ceramic powder compaction and sintering as well as for applications

in the field of biomedical engineering. In this study, we use classical molecular dynamics

simulations with a 2/3-body interatomic potential to investigate the mechanical response

and the elementary deformation processes of α-Al2O3 nanoparticles under compression.

Results show that α-Al2O3 nanoparticles resist up to particularly elevated critical force

before yielding due to a surface nucleation process including various kinds of dislocations

and nanotwins strongly sensitive to orientation and temperature. Results are rationalized

in terms of stacking-fault energy and shear stress analysis and are discussed in the light of

recent micromechanical tests as well as more fundamental observations performed in the

bulk material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

α-alumina (α-Al2O3), also called sapphire or corundum, is one of the best-known oxide ce-

ramics commonly used for its exciting mechanical properties in several fields of applications as

medical engineering1,2, abrasives3,4 and catalysis5,6. Currently, various strategies are set up to

further enhance the mechanical properties of alumina compounds including powder size refine-

ment at the nanoscale with the aim to target alumina-based ceramics with submicron grain size

after compaction and sintering7. Indeed and as for metals, reducing the size of single-crystalline

ceramics deep in the submicron scale is known to promote the brittle-to-ductile transition and

postpone (or inhibit) the brittle fracture process currently observed in ceramics single crystals8–13.

Nevertheless, some questions remain about the plastic deformation mechanisms at the origin of

such behaviour. Especially in the case of α-alumina where a better understanding of the stress

response and elementary deformation processes might significantly help to better assess the fabri-

cation of fine-grain samples.

In the bulk, the plastic deformation of sapphire is characterised by several slip systems in-

cluding 1
3〈12̄10〉(0001) basal slip (c), prismatic 1

3〈12̄10〉{101̄0} (m) and 1
3〈101̄0〉{12̄10} (a) slip,

rhombohedral slip 1
3〈01̄11〉{011̄2} (R) and various pyramidal and twinning slip systems. Several

studies have focused on the deformation of bulk α-alumina, especially in an intermediate-to-high

temperature regime where it shows high-strength and ductility14–25. Castaing and collaborators

have investigated the mechanical properties of sapphire single crystals under compression for tem-

peratures ranging from 25 to 1800°C15. Compression axis (CA) along the c axis or tilted 45° out

lead to prismatic a (for T >200°C) and basal c (for T >600°C) slips, respectively. Also, Lagerlof

et al. have characterized dislocation slip and twinning in sapphire using transmission electron

microscopy (TEM)19. They observed prismatic a and m slip at temperatures as low as 200°C for

CA along c while more complicated processes including basal and rhombohedral twinning are

observed down to T =400°C for CA 45° off from
〈
12̄10

〉
. Basal slip was also observed in this

second configuration but only at larger stresses. Pyramidal slip was characterized by Snow and

collaborators in deformed polycrystalline alumina at 1150°C26 while Geipel et al. have observed

rhombohedral twins in α-Al2O3 single crystals for CA parallel to a 〈2̄110〉 direction at 600°C.

For this latter, the authors have identified screw twins with a
[
01̄11

]
twin axis that involves shear

along 1
6

[
01̄11

]
leading to a two-fold rotational symmetry27. Finally, He and collaborators have
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observed c and R twinning for CA along a and m, at temperatures of about 700-800°C confirming

the sensitivity to orientation of the mechanical response of bulk sapphire28.

Among the aforementioned slip processes occurring in bulk α-Al2O3, the basal edge dislocation

is known to be one of the most common to appear during high-temperature deformation tests and

has dragged a particular attention in the literature17,19,24,29,30. The 1
3

〈
12̄10

〉
perfect edge dislo-

cation can dissociate into two partial dislocations with Burgers vectors 1
3

〈
101̄0

〉
and 1

3

〈
011̄0

〉
.

The dissociation process operates along a 〈0001〉 direction via a climbing mechanism resulting

into two mixed 60◦ dislocations24. Still, a net controversy persists about the partial dislocation

core structures. Two main models were introduced to explain basal partial core structures and

dislocation slip. On the one hand, Kronberg et al. proposed that partial dislocations can glide

between two consecutive Al and O layers31. This slip model involves charge transport due to the

strong bonding between Al and O atoms. But on the other hand, Bilde-Sørensen et al. proposed a

mixed partial core that glides between two consecutive Al layers without charge transfer32. While

Shibata et al. confirmed Kronberg’s hypothesis using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)30,

Heuer et al. produced a markedly detailed atomic model of the dislocation cores with Al-Al ter-

minated partial dislocations using the negative spherical-aberration imaging technique supporting

the Bilde-Sørensen’s model24. The Bilde-Sørensen mode was recently shown to be the more stable

using atomistic simulations relying on fixed and variable charge models33,34.

Montagne et al. studied the deformation processes of α-Al2O3 pillars using in situ SEM mi-

crocompression experiments at room temperature35. Four crystallographic orientations were

investigated including m
[
11̄00

]
, a
[
21̄1̄0

]
, R

[
1̄012

]
as well as c [0001]. The authors show

that the deformation processes of α-Al2O3 micropillars depend on the orientation with multiple

slip-systems involved including rhombohedral 1
3〈1̄101〉{11̄02} and 1

3〈01̄11〉{01̄12} as well as

pyramidal 1
3〈01̄11〉{11̄01} slip systems. To improve the understanding of alumina mechanical

properties at the nanoscale, Calvie et al. performed in situ TEM nanocompression tests of alumina

nanoparticles (NPs)36,37. In particular, the authors emphasize the unprecedented ductility reached

by the individual alumina nanocrystals although they do not conclude about the elementary mech-

anisms responsible for such critical behaviour.

Despite some recent micromechanical studies, the mechanical behavior of α-Al2O3 nanocrystals

remains poorly documented and requires extensive characterization at the atomic scale. In this

study, classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations is used to investigate the mechanical prop-

erties and plasticity processes of α-Al2O3 nanoparticles under compression. In particular, the
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sensitivity of the stress response and elementary deformation processes to crystalline orientation

and temperature is tested and discussed in the light of mechanical experiments performed at vari-

ous scales.

II. SIMULATION METHODS

A. In silico design of neutral α-Al2O3 nanospheres

In this study, a pattern-based method is used for the design of α-Al2O3 nanoparticles with

neutral surfaces. Basically, this method relies on the definition of neutral motives made of few

atoms that are replicated on a 3D canvas designed a priori based on the target shape of the sample

(Figure 1). Obviously, several motives and/or canvas can be used and the thinner the canvas i.e.,

the smaller the motive, the more precise the sample surface discretization. One typical motive-

canvas pair is the α-Al2O3 orthogonal unit-cell and its respective unit-cell lattice. While this guess

is simple to build, it leads to particularly rough-shaped nano-objects when using it as a 3D pattern

due to the large number of atoms (60 atoms) per unit cell.

FIG. 1. Pattern-based method to construct α-Al2O3 neutral NPs. (a) α-Al2O3 partial unit cell with

identification of the two motives to pattern, (b) x and z projections of both molecular motives, (c) 3D canvas

made of replicated motives 1 and 2 from which the neutral nanosphere is carved out.
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In this case, two motives made of a single α-Al2O3 molecule each (2×5 atoms) are used as

shown Figure 1. The two motives differ only by their middle oxygen atom that alternates from a

back-to-front x position. Assuming the origin of the motive at mid-distance between the two Al

atoms, atoms of motive #1 are positioned at Al1=(0,0,- c0
10 ), Al2=(0,0, c0

10 ), O1=(3a0tan(π/6)
10 ),3a0cos(π/6

10 ,0),

O2=(3a0tan(π/6)
10 ,-3a0cos(π/6

10 ,0) and O3=(-3a0
10 ,0,0). Motive #2 atom coordinates are easily derived

from planar symmetry. These two motives are associated to two orthogonal canvas, namely canvas

#1 and canvas #2, both oriented along x=[12̄10], y=[101̄0] and z=[0001] that allow the 3D mapping

of whatever α-Al2O3 nano-object (particles, but also wires or thin films) with highly-discretized

surfaces. Canvas #2 is shifted from canvas #1 by~t=(a0, a0.tan(π/6)/2,−c0/6), both canvas grid

coordinates are defined by Equation 1,


cx(i, j,k) = i.a0 + j.a0.cos(π/3)+ k.a0.cos(π/3)

cy(i, j,k) = j.a0.sin(π/3)+ k.a0.cos(π/3).tan(π/6)

cz(i, j,k) = k.c0/3

(1)

where i, j and k are loop indices that allow the mapping of the entire 3D space. They correspond

to the normalized coordinates of the both motive/canvas pairs. To build a neutral nanosphere, both

canvas are truncated using the sphere definition r2 ≥ (cx− xc)
2 +(cy− yc)

2 +(cz− zc)
2 with (xc,

yc, zc) the coordinates of the sphere centre and r the nanoparticle radius.

B. Nanocompression

FIG. 2. α-Al2O3 hexagonal cell outlines and main crystallographic slip planes.
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MD simulations are performed to investigate the deformation of α-Al2O3 NPs under compres-

sion using the open-source code LAMMPS38. All atomistic simulations are carried out using the

2/3-body Vashishta potential39 that has recently shown to be particularly transferable to nanome-

chanics simulations as able to reproduce α-Al2O3 lattice, surface, stacking-fault and dislocations

properties with good accuracy when compared to DFT and experiments34. A cut-off parameter for

short-range interactions of 6 Å is used as in the original study of Vashishta and collaborators.

Neutral α-Al2O3 nanospheres with diameters ranging from 7.2 to 15.2 nm are investigated using

CA normal to the c, a, m and R planes as illustrated in Figure 2. After NP building, the potential

energy of the system is minimized using a force norm stopping criterion fn=10−6 eV/Å. Then,

two batches of samples are prepared. Both are heated up respectively to 600 and 1000 K using the

canonical ensemble (NVT) and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat40. Then, NPs are equilibrated for 50

ps at constant temperature. After the equilibration process, the 600 K batch is cooled down to 5 K

while the rest is saved aside for higher-temperature compression tests.

MD compression simulations are performed at 5 K and 1000 K using a displacement-controlled

procedure developed by Amodeo and collaborators (see e.g., Refs.41–43). After the NPs equilibra-

tion, nanocompression tests are performed using two infinite top and bottom force fields which

behave respectively as a flat punch and a substrate. Both indenters are planar, axis-aligned and

behave as infinitely-extent walls exerting forces of same amplitude but opposite directions on the

NP. Non-periodic and shrink-wrapped boundary conditions are used. The total force F exerted by

the indenter (or the substrate) on the NP is defined by F = −K
N
∑
j=1

(z j− z f f )
2, with K the force

field constant set to 1000 eV/Å3 for both the indenter and the substrate, z j and z f f respectively

the atom j and force field z coordinate. K is imposed large enough to limit the penetration of both

the indenter and the substrate into the NP. Within the LAMMPS fix-indent procedure, the moving

indenter squeezes the NP and F applies to the atoms positioned over the indenter i.e., the force is

repulsive and becomes null if z j ≤ z f f (the reciprocal applies for the substrate force field).

Initial minimum and maximum atomic positions along CA are used to set the initial force field po-

sitions and reduce the rebound of the NP after contact. The position of the top indenter as function

of time is computed as P(t) = P0(1− ε̇.n.dt) where P0 is the starting position of the indenter, ε̇ is

the (engineering) strain rate, dt the timestep (1 fs) and n the number of elapsed simulation step.

The indenter’s displacement δ is recorded on-the-fly and an effective longitudinal strain ε = ∆L/D

is defined as the ratio between the NP size variation ∆L in the CA direction and its original di-

ameter D=2r. During compression, the top indenter is displaced at a constant displacement rate
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equivalent to ε̇ =108 s−1 for all particle sizes, while the bottom indenter is kept fixed sustaining

the sample.

In this study, the mechanical response of α-Al2O3 nanospheres is investigated for various CA ori-

entations and the Hertz model F(δ ) = 4
3E∗r

1
2 δ

3
2 where E∗ is an effective Young’s modulus and δ

the cumulative displacement is used to characterize the force response within the elastic regime of

deformation.

Elementary shear processes are investigated using the Dislocation Extraction Algorithm (DXA)

here applied to the sole oxygen HCP sublattice and grain identification algorithm both available in

Ovito44,45. Lee and Lagerlöf orientation table (provided in the Supplementary Materials) is also

used to identify the angle θ between low-index crystalline planes in α-Al2O3 (as e.g., the angle

between CA and possible slip planes)46. θ can be computed using the three-index Miller notation

(u,v,w) using the following equation,

cos(θ) =
a2

0((u1u2 + v1v2)−1/2(v1u2 + v1u2))+ c2
0w1w2√

a2
0(u

2
1− v1u1 + v2

1)+ c2
0w2

1

√
a2

0(u
2
2− v2u2 + v2

2)+ c2
0w2

2

(2)

with the two crystallographic planes of interest defined by (u1,v1,(t1),w1) and (u2,v2,(t2),w2).

III. RESULTS

A. Orientation-dependent mechanical response of α-Al2O3 nanoparticle under

compression

Figure 3 shows force vs. displacement curves for the various NP sizes, orientations and tem-

peratures. All the samples are deformed up to ε=25% longitudinal strain. α-Al2O3 NPs under

compression show an anisotropic mechanical response for which orientations can be ordered from

the harder to the softer as c > a > m > R. In all the cases, the force response can be described

using the usual two deformation regimes. At first, a reversible elastic regime is characterized by

the slight ovalization of the nanosphere under compressive stress. The Hertz model particularly

fits this first stage of the curves before theory and simulation diverged. At this stage, the force drop

noticed on each curve relies on the withdrawal of the NP from the indenter due to the nucleation of

dislocations (or nanotwins) from the contact surfaces between the force fields and the NP. Defect

nucleation usually marks the initiation of the plastic deformation regime. In this latter, various
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FIG. 3. Force vs. displacement curves for α-Al2O3 nanospheres under compression with compression

axis normal to the (a) c, (b) a, (c) m and (d) R planes. Blue, black and red solid curves refer respectively

to NP diameter D=7.2, 10.0 and 15.2 nm. The Hertz model is shown using dashed curves. Simulations are

performed at T =5 K (thin curves) for the three diameter sizes except for D=15.2 nm for which additional

T =1000 K data (thicker curves) are shown. For this latter, raw data are shown blurred while a Bezier fit is

highlighted.

kinds of dislocation-based processes occur in the simulations depending on the orientation, this

will be the subject of the next section. Overall, reducing the NP size reduces the force range

required to deform the system due to the reduction of the amount of atoms N contacting with the

indenter. One can note that the compressive stress (F/S where S is the instant contact surface

computed on-the-fly) might show the opposite trend, S generally decreasing even more when re-

ducing the particle size (see discussion in Ref.42). Increasing the temperature also has a softening

impact as shown by the additional simulations performed at 1000 K, as usually observed in bulk

alumina19,47–49.

Table I resumes the effective Young’s modulus E∗ and the fitting interval [E∗], as well as criti-
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TABLE I. Mechanical response of α-Al2O3 nanosphere under compression as function of orientation (CA)

and size (D) at T =5 K. Effective Young’s modulus E∗, fitting intervals [E∗] and critical data for dislocation

or twin nucleation including critical force Fc, displacement δc and strain εc. Additional data for T =1000 K

are shown between braces for D=15.2 nm NPs.

CA D [nm] E∗ [GPa] [E∗] [Å]-[Å] Fc [nN] δc [Å] % εc [-]

c

7.2 167.0 2.5-9.0 286.0 9.0 12.5

10.0 190.0 3.5-13.0 943.0 18.1 18.1

15.2 191.0 (127.0) 7.6-27.0 (1.5-14.3) 1000.0 (400.0) 17.3 (17.3) 11.5 (5.4)

a

7.2 237.0 1.8-5.0 287.0 8.0 11.1

10.0 220.0 1.5-7.0 538.0 11.1 11.1

15.2 239.0 (154.0) 1.5-13.7 (0.8-4.2) 550.0 (380.0) 9.0 (8.5) 6.0 (6.0)

m

7.2 189.0 3.6-6.5 270.0 7.1 9.8

10.0 195.0 6.0-11.0 624.0 12.3 12.3

15.2 203.0 (157.0) 7.6-12.9 (3.0-16.7) 810.0 (820.0) 12.9 (16.3) 8.5 (10.7)

R

7.2 258.0 1.1-5.4 241.0 6.8 9.4

10.0 247.0 1.0-8.0 391.0 7.8 7.8

15.2 248.0 (111.0) 0.8-11.9 (4.6-14.7) 720.0 (722.0) 11.9 (20.8) 7.8 (13.7)

cal force Fc, displacement δc and strain εc for the nucleation of defects characteristic of the plastic

deformation regime and computed from the MD simulations as a function of size, orientation and

temperature. Results show that the largest yield force is obtained for CA normal to the c plane at

low temperature, while the m and R orientations are stronger at high temperature, both being less

impacted by the temperature increase when compared to the c and a orientations. It is worth notic-

ing that E∗ should not be compared to bulk-alumina Young’s modulus due to the heterogeneous

stress state of the nanosphere under compression (see Ref.50 for a detailed discussion) but one can

emphasize that it is already four times larger than in the case of Al nanospheres of comparable

size (10 nm, E∗=45.9 GPa)51.
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B. Elementary deformation processes

The following section focuses on describing the elementary plastic deformation processes that

occur in α-Al2O3 NP under compression as a function of the orientation. No size-effect on the

plastic deformation processes was noticed in the investigated dimension range. Therefore, most

of the detailed analysis presented in the following will only focus on the D=15.2 nm NP at T =5

K for the sake of consistency. The influence of temperature on the dislocation-based mechanisms

are discussed in the last section.

1. Compression axis normal to the c plane

When compressed along the c axis, the first non-elastic event in the 15.2 nm NP occurs at ε =

11.5% (δ=17.5 Å) and a loading force Fc=1000 nN. Atomic planes stacking and crystal analysis

confirm the nucleation of a nanotwin (Figure 4) correlated to a slip plane deviation of about 58◦

from CA what suggests a (011̄2) rhombohedral nanotwin when referring to the Lee and Lagerlof

table22,27. The θ=58° angle is confirmed when applying Equation 2 to (011̄2) using an inverse

approach. The nanotwin nucleates from the contact region between the substrate and the NP as

shown in Figure 4a. In contrast to the classical twin growth scheme depicted in α-Al2O3 by

Kuksin52, here we did not observe the prior nucleation of a partial dislocation (further growing

into a twin) but directly an already-shaped volumic defect. The DXA analysis suggests a [01̄11]

Burgers vector for identified disconnections. After nucleation, the nanotwin only propagates to a

limited extent within the sample what explains the continuous increase of the force recorded i.e.,

no force drop is observed on the mechanical response at this stage (Figure 3a, thin red curve).

Thus, the elastic regime continues up to 17.8% (δ=27.0 Å) where a more pronounced transition to

the plastic regime is emphasized by a significant force drop on the curve. At this stage, a second

rhombohedral twin is nucleated within the same slip plane but in the opposite gliding direction

i.e., from the top indenter contact region, as shown in Figure 4b. This new nanotwin quickly prop-

agates through the entire particle forming new Twin Boundaries (TB) that extent to the NP surface

for the first time. The two parallel R twins are spaced from each other and twin growth is observed

thanks to successive nucleation and glide events on neighboring (011̄2) planes leading to the TB

migration. At ε = 17.9% (δ=27.1 Å), a third rhombohedral twin suddenly forms in the (11̄02)
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FIG. 4. Nucleation of rhombohedral twins in a 15.2 nm α-Al2O3 NP under compression along the c plane.

Displacements (a) δ=17.5 Å, (b) δ=27.0 Å and (c) δ=27.1 Å are shown. An angle of 58° is measured

between the first twinning plane and the c plane. Nanoparticle cross-sections are illustrated with (back

figures) and without (front figures) perfect crystal atoms to emphasize the presence of defects. Only O

atoms are shown for the sake of clarity. They are colored in red or light-grey depending on the local crystal

structure i.e., respectively when they belong to the HCP perfect crystal environment or defective regions

(surfaces or twin boundaries). Grain and twin boundary interfaces are colored in yellow. In the top-right

inset, both O and Al atom sublattices are shown respectively in blue and red.

slip plane and intersects with the first two parallel twins (Figures 4c). Increasing compression, the

third twin creates junctions between existing TBs and the NP surfaces.
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2. Compression axis normal to the a plane

FIG. 5. Compression of α-Al2O3 NPs normal to the prism a plane. (a) δ=9.1 Å, nucleation and propa-

gation of a perfect (112̄3) pyramidal dislocation, (b) δ=13.7 Å, formation of a triangular structure made of

perfect dislocations gliding in (112̄3) and (21̄1̄3). (c) δ=16.3 Å, the triangular dislocation structure fails

and partial dislocations multiply within same pyramidal slip planes. Staking-faults are emphasized using

yellow interfaces in the main figure, light-grey one in the inset. (d) δ=16.4 Å, the accumulation of closed

stacking-faults in the pyramidal planes lead to structural change in the central part of the NP. Additional

information are provided in the caption of the Figure 4. In addition, the local crystallographic structure

of the transformed domain is illustrated in the inset, perfect dislocations are shown in green while Burgers

vectors are shown using blue arrows.
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Plastic deformation processes are different for CA normal to the a plane as simulation does

now show any twinning. In this case, the first plastic deformation event happens in the largest

sample at ε = 6.0% strain (δ=9.1 Å) and a loading force F about 550 nN (Figure 3b). At this

stage, a perfect dislocation nucleates from the top region of the NP, as shown Figure 5a. The

atomic configuration in the vicinity of the pyramidal dislocation core is highly disordered as also

observed by Zhang et al.53 using the same interatomic potential. The dislocation propagates within

a slip plane oriented at 64◦ from CA, in line with the (112̄3) pyramidal n plane suggested by the

Lee and Lagerlof table. Here again the dislocation quickly stops gliding after nucleation what

explains the lack of force drop on the mechanical response, as in the case of the basal compression

test. The first load drop is observed at ε = 9.0% (δ=13.7 Å, Figure 5b) where two (112̄3) and

(12̄13) pyramidal dislocations nucleate from the NP bottom region making a triangular prism dis-

location structure, in a similar manner than the pyramidal dislocation structure observed in FCC

metals51,54,55. While the compression proceeds an other prism structure forms in the bottom part

of the NP and then, a second force drop of larger amplitude is observed at ε = 10.6% (δ=16.1 Å)

that is attributed to the propagation of a new pyramidal dislocations from the hillock of the triangle

structure (Figure 5b and c). These dislocations are of different types with respect to the perfect

one of Figure 5a. Indeed, they are partial dislocations followed by stacking-faults. The prism

structures definitely break at ε = 10.7% (δ=16.3 Å) where multiple partial dislocations propagate

in close and parallel slip planes. Finally, the propagation of the pyramidal partial dislocations

leads to a crystallographic structural change between the lateral and central domains of the NP

made of stacking-fault every tow planes, as shown in Figure 5d. A similar substructure made of

stacking-faults every two planes was already observed in intermetallic NPs56.

3. Compression axis normal to the m plane

When compressing perpendicularly to the m plane, the first nucleation event in the largest

sample happens at ε = 8.5% (δ=12.9 Å) and at a loading force about F=810 nN (Figure 3c). Few

partial dislocations with Burgers vectors of type 1
3 [101̄0] nucleate and propagate in the c plane

(see Figure 6). One can note that, originally, the c plane is supposed to be perpendicular to CA

(leading the a null Schmid factor) but basal slip is here activated due to a slight rotation of the NP

happening at the beginning of the compression (see Figure 6a). Dislocations nucleate from the two
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contact regions and plasticity is extremely localized in this case, as shown in Figure 6b and c i.e.,

several partial dislocations nucleate in planes separated of 2 or 4 interplanar distances (without

generating nanotwin). In this case, no clear force drop is noticed on the mechanical response but

only low-amplitude variations superimposed to an overall strain-hardening behaviour. These hits

are attributed to further nucleation events that contradict the basal dislocations propagation which

is already impeded by the low-Schmid factor orientation. Indeed, one can notice some plastic

activity starting from ε = 11.5% (δ=17.5 Å) in an other slip plane including several dislocation

nucleation events that happen in a similar manner that in the aforementioned a case i.e., partial

dislocations in close planes, as shown Figure 6c. The activated slip plane makes an angle of 65◦

with CA which suggests a rhombohedral R plane following Lee and Lagerlof (owing the initial

rotation of the NP). Between 11.5% (δ=17.5 Å) and 20% (δ=30.0 Å), both slip systems compete

together with plasticity strictly localized in the both indenter and substrate regions. No propaga-

tion of dislocation is observed in the central domain of the NP assuming (i) a hard-orientation,

unfavourable to plastic deformation (ii) strong deformation heterogeneities and (iii) a larger elastic

strain contribution to the total strain that is specific to the m orientation.

4. Compression axis normal to the R plane

As shown Figure 7, the first nucleation event in the 15.2 nm NP when compressed perpendic-

ularly the (101̄2) R plane occurs at ε=7.8% (δ=11.9 Å). At this stage, a 1
3 [011̄0](0001) leading

partial dislocation nucleates from the contact region between the substrate and the NP as shown

Figure 7a. It is quickly followed by the 1
3 [101̄0](0001) trailing partial dislocation leading to the

dissociated 1
3 [12̄10] dislocation in the basal plane (Figure 7a). In this case, the gliding plane is

positioned between two puckered Al layers as in the Bilde-Sørensen model for the basal edge

dislocation32. After ε=7.8% (δ=11.9 Å), several paralleled basal dislocations with similar Burger

vectors nucleate from the contact regions of the NP with the indenter and the substrate. Those

dislocations often cross-slip towards adjacent basal planes. Few (112̄3) pyramidal (perfect) dis-

locations are also observed (Figure 7b). They are always connected to a basal dislocation and

are generated by the cross-slip of screw segments. At larger strain, structural changes associated

to the glide of multiple pyramidal partial dislocations are observed similarly to the prism a case

(Figure 5).
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FIG. 6. Compression of α-Al2O3 NPs normal to the prism m plane. (a) up to δ=0.1 Å, the NP rotates

to accommodate the deformation and the basal plane is tilted of about 3◦ from CA, (b) δ=12.9 Å, basal

partial dislocations nucleate from the contact region with the indenter. Dislocations colored in orange refer

to 1
3 [101̄0] dislocations (atoms colored in green rely to the stacking-faults). (c) δ=17.5 Å, dislocations

nucleate in the rhombohedral (11̄02) slip system at 65° from the compression axis and interact with basal

dislocations. Additional information are provided in the caption of the Figure 4.
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FIG. 7. Compression of α-Al2O3 NP with CA normal to a rhombohedral R plane. (a) δ=11.9 Å, nucleation

of dissociated dislocations in the c plane. Partial dislocations are colored in orange, stacking fault atoms

in green, (b) δ=18.2 Å, basal (colored in orange) and pyramidal (colored in green) dislocations nucleating

and propagating, (c) δ=30.0 Å, basal partial dislocations gliding in planes close to transformed domains

associated to the propagation of pyramidal n partial dislocations (stacking-fault atoms colored in blue).

Additional information are provided in the caption of the Figure 4.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Orientation dependence and plastic anisotropy

Our results show that the slip system activity in α-Al2O3 NPs strongly depends on the CA

orientation and temperature with significant variations of the yield force Fc. Table I shows that

the largest yield force Fy is obtained when CA is normal to the c plane. This result is in good

agreement with the study of Montagne et al. that performed in situ SEM tests on alumina mi-

cropillars at room temperature35. For CA normal to the c and m planes, Montagne and colleagues

characterized R slip which is confirmed by our MD simulations on NPs at low temperature for

which (i) R twinning is observed for CA normal to the c plane and (ii) R slip in addition to c slip
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are shown for CA normal to the m plane. Both studies also show pyramidal slip when CA normal

to an a plane but in different slip planes i.e., the s {11̄01} is observed by Montagne et al. while

the n {21̄1̄3} is dominant in our case. Finally, Montagne et al. did not observed plasticity when

compressing micropillars with CA axis-aligned with the R normal while MD simulations show c

and pyramidal slip at low temperature. We believe that this could be attributed to a size-effects

i.e., nanoscale samples are less likely to break when compared to larger micropillars. Overall, this

comparison confirms the robustness of the Vashishta interatomic potentials to model the various

deformation processes occuring in α-alumina.

In the following, Schmid factor and stacking-fault energy (SFE) analyses are performed to in-

terpret the plastic anisotropy observed in the simulation. The Schmid factor M is commonly used

to translate an applied compressive stress σ into a shear stress τ = M.σ with M = cos(φ).cos(λ ),

φ and λ being the angles made by the CA direction ~s with the slip plane normal ~n and the

Burgers vector ~b, respectively. As described e.g., by Zhang et al.57, ~n=[u1 = (2h1 + k1),v1 =

(h1+2k1),w1 =
3l1
2 (a0

c0
)2],~s=[u2 = (h2−m2),v2 = (k2−m2),v2 = l2] and~b=[u3 = (h3−m3),v3 =

(k3−m3),v3 = l3] using the 3 Miller indices notation [h,k,l]. Thus, cos(φ ) and cos(λ ) are defined

as,



cosφ =

[
u1u2+v1v2− 1

2 (u1v2+u2v1)+
(

c0
a0

)2
w1w2

]
[
(u2

1+v2
1−u1v1+

(
c0
a0

)2
w2

1)

(
u2

2+v2
2−u2v2+

(
c0
a0

)2
w2

2

)] 1
2

cosλ =

[
u3u2+v3v2− 1

2 (u3v2+u2v3)+
(

c0
a0

)2
w3w2

]
[
(u2

3+v2
3−u1v3+

(
c0
a0

)2
w2

3)

(
u2

2+v2
2−u2v2+

(
c0
a0

)2
w2

2

)] 1
2

(3)

In the following, we use literature observations19,26,35,58–60 as well as γ-lines computed using

the same Vashishta potential to identify the possible partial and perfect Burgers vector directions

for each slip system. Parts of the γ-lines were already introduced in Ref.34. Outcomes are resumed

in Table II.

Owing the large amount of available slip systems in α-Al2O3 (about 30 without considering

partial dislocation slip systems), only main slip systems including those observed in experimental

studies and in our simulations are discussed in the following. γ-lines of interest computed using

the Vashishta potential are shown in Figure 8. Each orientation is discussed in the following.
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TABLE II. Schmid factor analysis as function of compression orientation and slip system in α-Al2O3. ~bp

refers for (leading or trailing) partial dislocation Burgers vector while~b relies on perfect Burgers vectors.

M and Mp refer respectively to perfect and partial systems Schmid factors.

Slip plane
Compression orientation

Burgers vector c a m R

~b ~bp M Mp M Mp M Mp M Mp

Basal c (0001) 1
3〈12̄10〉 1

3〈11̄00〉 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.28

Prismatic a {12̄10} 〈101̄0〉 1
3〈101̄0〉 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.04

Prismatic m {101̄0} 1
3〈12̄10〉 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.04

Rhombohedral R {01̄12} 1
3〈01̄11〉 1

6〈2̄021〉 0.45 0.33 0.34 0.50 0.45 0.33 0.46 0.45

Pyramidal n {112̄3} 1
3〈1̄101〉,〈101̄0〉 0.40, 0.00 0.20, 0.38 0.20, 0.38 0.50, 0.03

Pyramidal s {11̄01} 1
3〈11̄01〉 0.25 0.38 0.38 0.03

FIG. 8. Stacking-fault energy (SFE) profiles in c, a, m, n, s and R slip planes computed using the Vashishta

interatomic potentials. Profile directions corresponding to Burgers vectors are provided in the legend.

1. Compression normal to the c plane (0001)

Table II shows Schmid factors as computed using Equation 3 for R, n and s slip systems. For

the c orientation, Schmid factor in c, m and a slip systems (partial and perfect) are null. Thus,
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this orientation is more prone to rhombohedral and pyramidal slips. Indeed, the rhombohedral

slip planes (011̄2) and (11̄02) show a high Schmid factor for the perfect dislocation slip system

M=0.45 and a slightly lower one for partial slip system Mp=0.33 (for both the leading and the

trailing partial dislocation). Owing the high-energy barriers for full-Burgers vector translation

in the R slip system (see Figure 8) and the length of respective Burgers vectors, partial slip or

twinning in the R plane might be favoured at elevated stress for this specific orientation as shown

by Sarobol et al. using microscropy and MD nanocompression58. Based on the γ-line analysis,

pyramidal n slip systems rely on perfect 1
3〈1̄101〉 and 〈011̄0〉 perfect (or partial) Burgers vectors

(dissociation in n slip system has however never been discussed in the literature). While Schmid

factor is null in the latter for CA along the c axis, the γ-line for 〈1̄101〉 shows a single-hump

profile with elevated energy. The same high-energy barrier is noticed for the s slip systems with

in addition a lower Schmid factor (M=0.25). These analyses justify the occurrence of R twins in

our simulations when NPs are deformed along c. One can note that only R perfect dislocations (no

twin) were characterized by Montagne et al. in in situ SEM micropillar experiments possibly due

to the lower stress reached in the experiment induced by larger size samples (size-effect). Finally,

the occurrence of R twins for CA along [0001] is also in agreement with compression experiments

performed in bulk α-Al2O3 at 800°C by Lagerlof et al.19.

Compression normal to the a plane {12̄10}

Schmid factors for the various c and a slip systems (including partial slip systems) as well as

those relying on the (101̄2) R plane are null when compressing perpendicularly to the a plane.

Nevertheless, several slip systems remain available including m, R and presumably pyramidal n

slip systems. Only one of the two partial slip systems has a non-zero Schmid factors within the

(011̄2) and (11̄02) slip planes what might not favour R partial slip or twinning. On the other hand,

prism m has a high Schmid factor (M=0.43) but a very unlikely energy profile as shown in Figure

8. Nanocompression simulations along the a direction show dislocation nucleation in symmetric

n planes (112̄3) and (21̄1̄3) that further dissociate (see Figure 5). These observations are in good

agreement with Kim et al. MD nanoindentation for the same orientation59. This coincides with

the moderate Schmid factor values and SFE profiles computed for the two representative Burgers

vectors in the n slip system. While the competition between n and R slip is obvious in this case,

the absence of a slip is surprising as stable SFE in the a slip plane is quite low. We assume that
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this absence is justified by the length of the Burgers vector in the a slip system that is larger than 8

Å when compared to the shorter one in R and pyramidal n slip systems, as confirmed by Snow et

al.26. However, It is worthy to point out that while pyramidal slip was also characterized in Mon-

tagne et al. micropillar experiments for this orientation, only pyramidal s that shows unfavorable

energy profile in Figure 8 was concerned and not pyramidal n.

Compression normal to the m plane {1010}

Table II shows Schmid factors for the various slip systems with CA along the [101̄0] direction.

Perfect [01̄10](2̄110) and [1̄100](112̄0) prism a as well as the [101̄1](101̄2) R slip systems exhibit

particularly high Schmid factors with M=0.43, 0.43 and 0.38, respectively. Other R slip systems

exhibit lower values while the remaining m slip system has a null Schmid factor for the tested

CA. Two configurations are noticed for partial R slip systems including (i) Mp=0.33 and 0.17

alternatively, respectively for leading and/or trailing partial dislocations and (ii) Mp=0.43 and 0.33

for the leading and trailing partial dislocations, respectively. Only dissociation in the (101̄2) slip

plane leads to the second configuration. In the low-temperature simulation, we observe partial

dislocations in the R slip system in agreement with the Schmid hypothesis in addition to basal slip

which is associated to a rotation of the NP in the initial stage of the compression. Kim et al.61 also

observed R slip for this orientation in MD simulation just like Montagne et al. in their alumina

micropillar compression tests. Finally, the occurrence of R partial dislocation and twins is also in

agreement with observations performed in bulk when compressed along [101̄0]19,28.

Compression normal to the R plane {101̄2}

The R case is the one leading to the more widespread Schmid factor distribution including

possible slip in various perfect and partial slip systems (Table II). Indeed, c (perfect and partial), R

(perfect and partial) and pyramidal n slip systems might be activated while all m and a slip systems

show nearly zero Schmid factor (M<0.1). More precisely, the two [112̄0](0001) and [2̄110](0001)

perfect c slip systems have M=0.25 (the last one being null), while respective partial slip systems

show Mp=0.28 and 0.14 (or 0.14 and 0.28), the third dissociated slip systems is characterized by

lower Schmid values (Mp=0.14 for both leading and trailing partial dislocations) while its perfect

counterpart has a null Schmid factor. Assuming the low-energy of the basal SFE profile, basal slip
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might be favoured in this case. However, R and n slip systems also show high Schmid factors.

Two over three R planes are characterized by M=0.46 and Mp=0.23, 0.45 while the last one is

characterized by M=0.24 and Mp=0.18 for both partial dislocations. Finally, both pyramidal n slip

systems are characterized by M=0.50 and Mp=0.10, 0.03 respectively for Burgers vector along

〈1̄101〉 and 〈101̄0〉.

Again, the Schmid and SFE analyses explain the observations made out of the simulation. Indeed,

c slip is observed whatever the temperature due to its particularly low SFE while pyramidal n is

also observed (especially at low temperature), probably due to a particularly high Schmid factor.

Same slip systems were observed in Kim et al. MD nanoindentation simulations59. However, it

can be noticed that only cracks (no slip) were characterized by Montagne et al. in in situ SEM

compression micropillar35 probably because of to the larger sample tested by the authors.

B. On the effect of temperature

Temperature influences the mechanical behaviour and activated slip systems in α-Al2O3 NPs.

Force vs. displacement curves computed at T =1000 K show more noise due to the increase of

atomic vibrations and their consequences on the indenter force calculation. They are also soften in

both the elastic and plastic regimes (see Figure 3) and both the yield force Fy and effective Young’s

modulus drop down when increasing T (see Table I). This behaviour is in good agreement with

what is known from bulk alumina19. Maximum 〈E∗〉 is noticed for the
[
101̄2

]
orientation at 5 K

while it is
[
101̄0

]
at 1000K, in addition to other relative variations of E∗ it presumes an anisotropic

effect of the temperature on the elastic properties. A similar trend applies for Fy for which relative

variations with temperature are strongly related to orientation. In the plastic regime, load drops

are also slightly softer as marked by lower-amplitude force variations that are attributed to more

spread nucleation events assisted by temperature.

Temperature also influences the elementary deformation processes. In general, decreasing the

temperature leads to higher yield strength. In FCC metals, it is known that such stress increases at

low temperature enhances dislocation dissociation and twinning62,63. A similar trend is observed

in our simulations. Indeed, nanocompression normal to the {12̄10} plane show partial dislocations

in a pyramidal slip plane at 5K while only perfect one in the same slip plane are noticed at 1000
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TABLE III. Elementary plasticity processes occuring in α-Al2O3 NPs under compression at T =5 and 1000

K as function of CA.

CA 5K 1000K

c R twinning R twinning

a Pyramidal n slip (perfects + partials) Pyramidal n slip (perfect)∗ + c slip

m c and R slip (partials) c slip (partials)

R c and pyramidal slip (partials) c slip (partials)

K. Furthermore, c and R slip are observed for CA normal to (101̄0) plane as well as basal c and

pyramidal slip for CA normal to (101̄2) at 5 K while only c slip is shown at 1000 K for both

orientations, see Table III. This effect of temperature on the plastic deformation of alumina is

very similar to what is know in the case of bulk alumina15,19,20. This is illustrated in the work of

Lagerlof and collaborators on bulk alumina where one can observe the effect of T on the critical

resolve shear stress that becomes more favourable to basal slip at high-temperature19, in a similar

way that what is observed in our simulations.

Overall, MD nanocompression simulations performed using the Vashishta interatomic potentials

allow to provide a detailed description of the influence of orientation and temperature on the

mechanical properties and elementary deformation processes that control the plastic deforma-

tion of α-alumina at small-scale. These simulations when applied to α-Al2O3 NPs are particu-

larly coherent with micro and bulk experiments and provide solid foundations to interpret future

nanomechanical experiments as those performed in situ inside the TEM or in the SEM. In addi-

tion, they might have a direct impact on fabrication processes of nanocrystalline ceramics such

as compaction or ball milling. Indeed, knowing the mechanical properties of NPs i.e., the basic

powder brick, and their orientation and temperature dependence could help to optimize processing

conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.) opening new routes to deformable ceramics.

V. CONCLUSION

After the in silico design of neutral α-Al2O3 NPs, MD simulation was used to model nanocom-

pression tests and investigate the deformation of alumina nanospheres as function of orientations

and temperatures. Four directions were investigated with compression axis normal to c, m, a and
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R planes. The mechanical response is characterized by elastic and plastic behaviours without

failure during loading. The highest yield strength was noticed for CA normal to the c plane. At

T =1000 K, both yield forces Fy and effective Young’s modulus drop down whatever CA. The main

deformation processes were investigated and a particular influence of the orientation was noticed

including various dislocation and twinning processes when changing CA. At low temperature, c, R

and pyramidal n slips were particularly observed, as well R twinning. Preliminary tests performed

at higher temperature also demonstrated more favourable c slip and an anisotropic influence of the

temperature on the elastic response of the NPs. These results help to interpret recent micropillar

experiments and original deformation tests performed in bulk conditions and the model presented

provides a rigourous theoretical background. In the future, these simulations and models could be

used to better interpret TEM or SEM compression experiments applied to alumina providing di-

rect evidences and theoretical justifications for temperature and orientation-dependent slip activity.
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LIST OF CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Pattern-based method to construct α-Al2O3 neutral NPs. (a) α-Al2O3 partial unit cell

with identification of the two motives to pattern, (b) x and z projections of both molecular motives,

(c) 3D canvas made of replicated motives 1 and 2 from which the neutral nanosphere is carved out.

Fig. 2 α-Al2O3 hexagonal cell outlines and main crystallographic slip planes.

Fig. 3 Force vs. displacement curves for α-Al2O3 nanospheres under compression with com-

pression axis normal to the (a) c, (b) a, (c) m and (d) R planes. Blue, black and red solid curves

refer respectively to NP diameter D=7.2, 10.0 and 15.2 nm. The Hertz model is shown using

dashed curves. Simulations are performed at T =5 K (thin curves) for the three diameter sizes

except for D=15.2 nm for which additional T =1000 K data (thicker curves) are shown. For this

latter, raw data are shown blurred while a Bezier fit is highlighted.

Fig. 4 Nucleation of rhombohedral twins in a 15.2 nm α-Al2O3 NP under compression along

the c plane. Displacements (a) δ=17.5 Å, (b) δ=27.0 Å and (c) δ=27.1 Å are shown. An angle of

58° is measured between the first twinning plane and the c plane. Nanoparticle cross-sections are

illustrated with (back figures) and without (front figures) perfect crystal atoms to emphasize the

presence of defects. Only O atoms are shown for the sake of clarity. They are colored in red or
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light-grey depending on the local crystal structure i.e., respectively when they belong to the HCP

perfect crystal environment or defective regions (surfaces or twin boundaries). Grain and twin

boundary interfaces are colored in yellow. In the top-right inset, both O and Al atom sublattices

are shown respectively in blue and red.

Fig. 5 Compression of α-Al2O3 NPs normal to the prism a plane. (a) δ=9.1 Å, nucleation and

propagation of a perfect (112̄3) pyramidal dislocation, (b) δ=13.7 Å, formation of a triangular

structure made of perfect dislocations gliding in (112̄3) and (21̄1̄3). (c) δ=16.3 Å, the triangular

dislocation structure fails and partial dislocations multiply within same pyramidal slip planes.

Staking-faults are emphasized using yellow interfaces in the main figure, light-grey one in the

inset. (d) δ=16.4 Å, the accumulation of closed stacking-faults in the pyramidal planes lead to

structural change in the central part of the NP. Additional information are provided in the caption

of the Figure 4. In addition, the local crystallographic structure of the transformed domain is

illustrated in the inset, perfect dislocations are shown in green while Burgers vectors are shown

using blue arrows.

Fig. 6 Compression of α-Al2O3 NPs normal to the prism m plane. (a) up to δ=0.1 Å, the

NP rotates to accommodate the deformation and the basal plane is tilted of about 3◦ from CA,

(b) δ=12.9 Å, basal partial dislocations nucleate from the contact region with the indenter. Dis-

locations colored in orange refer to 1
3 [101̄0] dislocations (atoms colored in green rely to the
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stacking-faults). (c) δ=17.5 Å, dislocations nucleate in the rhombohedral (11̄02) slip system at

65° from the compression axis and interact with basal dislocations. Additional information are

provided in the caption of the Figure 4.

Fig. 7 Compression of α-Al2O3 NP with CA normal to a rhombohedral R plane. (a) δ=11.9

Å, nucleation of dissociated dislocations in the c plane. Partial dislocations are colored in orange,

stacking fault atoms in green, (b) δ=18.2 Å, basal (colored in orange) and pyramidal (colored in

green) dislocations nucleating and propagating, (c) δ=30.0 Å, basal partial dislocations gliding in

planes close to transformed domains associated to the propagation of pyramidal n partial disloca-

tions (stacking-fault atoms colored in blue). Additional information are provided in the caption of

the Figure 4.

Fig. 8 Stacking-fault energy (SFE) profiles in c, a, m, n, s and R slip planes computed using the

Vashishta interatomic potentials. Profile directions corresponding to Burgers vectors are provided

in the legend.

Tab. 1 Mechanical response of α-Al2O3 nanosphere under compression as function of orienta-

tion (CA) and size (D) at T =5 K. Effective Young’s modulus E∗, fitting intervals [E∗] and critical

data for dislocation or twin nucleation including critical force Fc, displacement δc and strain εc.

Additional data for T =1000 K are shown between braces for D=15.2 nm NPs.
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Tab. 2 Schmid factor analysis as function of compression orientation and slip system in

α-Al2O3. ~bp refers for (leading or trailing) partial dislocation Burgers vector while ~b relies on

perfect Burgers vectors. M and Mp refer respectively to perfect and partial systems Schmid factors.

Tab. 3 Elementary plasticity processes occuring in α-Al2O3 NPs under compression at T =5

and 1000 K as function of CA.
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